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Michael & Mary Ann Herman have moved* Their new add'-ress isj P.O. Box 2305, North Babylon, N.Y. 11703
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I'm sorry for the do lay "botwppn issnes.
From
the middlp of Jime -until mid-Dpcpm
^
bpr I traveled some ^0,'000 milps t^achv- v-'^C': V'^^^'
""*'"/,.•'•;"
mg at camps anri vji^p'kpnds all oypr the
coimtry plus a wpek in ¥ova. Scotia". .'^'^pII
it might havp hpen thp last hurrah and
if it was, then I went out in style!
Dpcemhpr 6, 1930,
called my first dance. It was a nopr disaster! Thpre
I
wpre nn caller's schools then. lou madp it on your ovm
or you didn't makp It. That firf?t pvpning I had to do
a whole evening of calling. I 'm not onp to gloat but I
sometimes wonder hew many of the modern-day callprs
would rpact to a similar situs.tioni
It hplppd to ccme^
-from a dancing family and to havp an iincle who was a
good caller. He helppd me a great deal - hy tplling me
what I was doing v/rong!
A lot of water has gonp ovpr
the dam and out to see in the last fifty y«^ars. Some
of it I was glad to spe go; some of.it I'd like to see
again.
'It's nice to see the interest in contra dances!
-growing day by day. It's nice to see npw contras being
crpated -I'm all for it. Bub Ipfs feep most of the
modern-day gimmick calls out of them.
It's nicp to s«e
and hpar many nice npw tunes for contras too. Most ojf
thpm written in traditional style and form, ¥e MUST
progrpss - but letls keep it sane, shall we?
:'^':-:fii'^:
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A Happy ¥pw Year to all.
Bpst wishes
Ralph

^v^7%'
by Y^ SKEPTIC
Eoeplng v;hat clean? Your fac*^? Hands? Nose? Nol to
all of them. The "one beat" is the subjpct. Kpep it cle
an, it belongs to the dancers.

So said Dick Legep time and again to 18 aspiring
cailprs from Florida to Ontario, Ohio to Massachusetts,
Theeo men and women had journied to Boonville (where is
that?) New York for Dick's annual Caller's School held
at Rooky's Campground,

^ach day from 9 *o Ij 7 to 11 callers w^re put
through their paces to develop their timing, phrasing
and execution of simple prompt calls until they became
automatic. The concentration was intense; the slips hil
arious; the progress beautiful to observe.
When not calling the aspirants were dancing so oth
ors could practice.
No one could complain that thpre
was not pnough dancing,
(A pprsonal note - my fppt
still ache!).
Dancers also hadlt or learn not to move
when the call was not properly placed - an education in
itself.
Through all this hard vjork a spirit of cooppration
and camaraderie emerged which added greatly to the lear
ing pxppripnce. As a long-time caller I vjas skeptical,
blase - "shov7 me". I was shown. I bplieve I had mere
fun than anybody and left Boonville vjith more inspiration than I had expprienced since Ralph and Rod encouraged me ypars ago.

If you really v;ant to ls»arn thp basics of calling,
really want to work, can acc*>pt constnictive criticism,
arf» willing to inv<=st a w^ek of your time, carp pnoup:h
why not contact Dick Ipg^r, l6 Sandra Drive, Bristol,
H.I, for information on his schools. He also rims on^^
at Rutland, Yt,
,

Believe me, this is an pxpori^nce you will trpasuTP, The friendships will delight you. Most of all you
will be a better caller and dancer, with a fTpater understanding of timing, phrasing and music. Try it you'll love Itl
RQGTiR ^^HYNOfP

Pie.
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no* fin ori^Kln^l id«?£i; ch?^:::b«r ...u^lc :;?l?^y-^rs hpv^ hr>,d a
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A spc*ion of th» directory v;iii list thcsp able to perform e.t cpiiidhs Or cpII daiicps.
'"his iy not thp nain
purpose cf thp dir«=ctory; our orxncipal Intpr^st li^a
in brin^lnp to^othpr amat.p-ar musiC'-mf'kors and dancpra.

To

accomplish ror aim, vjp np^d pf»oplQ v.'ho arp» v/illing
to contact pprsona and /or provid** hospitality.

pro.jpct
impcrtr.nt and intriguing
I hopp j'-ou dppm this
pnou^h to "ivp it scmo of ycror tiap,
I think u'p could
Ploaop contact dip at the
s*:art
sonpthinf ''•^cndprf ul
above addrpss,
.

Sincprply
Guzanne Szasz Shorr

G.3' Boston Branch holds a G-.xLA GIRISTliAS PA^/IT, Saturday
He
Df»c«^mbRr 13^h. BriDi^pr ^^ Jlay School G-jm, 8:00 pern.
frpshmpnts v?ill bp sj^rvpd. 'ilnriish and i^pw "^nrland dan-

cing,

COTILIIQJ, Saturday, Dpcpinbpr 20th: Tony Par
Yankop Infpniiity plus othpi* fripnds, Df?tails
by celling '^ony at 275-lB?9. Advancp tickp.t purchase
ozLly, This '-/ill bp a f^rpat party. ?lsn to attend.
CFTIIST1I/.S

l^ps v'i^:h

:mi DA^^N dmO'': ?AH^, ^"f-dnesday» Dpcpmbpr 31.
Ton^ Farkps 6; Tod '';Tiittpmorp calling to ausic of "Rod /«i
Handy ::illpr plus Yankpp In^piiuity, 3«lmcxifc Hill Schol
coffee s«rvpd - brin^ arym. Admission ny.oo. ?unch
lon^ food to share. Dance all nirht longlJ
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Our visit to Mew Zealand was on?> of the high
points of our lives for two reasons, First, you have a
beautiful country (even in winter) and the people W9
met were, as a group, the most friendly and helpful
that we have encounter red in any of our travels • Second,
and tf equal importance, was the chance to see Mainstream dancing done well a,sain.
The c(sn"bfnation of
these features provided fiftpen days of uninterrupted
pleasnire for us. Our hosts, Vic and Dorothea Beckett in
Auckland and Art and Blanche Sher^ierd in CSaristchurch,
treated us like visiting royalty, ^^e were fed local del
icacies to the destructicai of our weight control ^ope^
with kiwi fruit, pavlova and good New Zealand white
v/ines abundantly available.
The on^ thing we had trou.ble cOD.vincing people we really wanted v;as lamTi. You ev
idently have it so readily available that you don't'
realize that it is an expensive treat at home,
¥^ toured your country from Cape Rienga to Dunedid
and lov^d it all. Our regret was that th^re is so much
of
we didn*t see - in particular on the wost c<mst
invite
We
hope
you'll
us
we
nothing.
which
saw almost
back ia a few years so we can see scsne more of what we
missed. Many told us wp made a mistake by choosing the
Bay of Islands over Rororaa, but I cannot imagine the
Bay of Islands being a mistake by any measure, "^ven in
the rain, it was beautiful and, as the Islands crawled
out of the mist of the next morning, the beauty sjy camIn Auckland,
era captured was even beyond my hopes.

when w© mpntioned our plan to ride the n$ght TRAIU to
Wellington, many of you xi/arned us that New Zealand
tra,ins were narrow giiagp. and uncomfortable. Ife are happy to rcjport that von v^-re wrong. ¥e had a lovely ride
and a pleasant meal in the dining car,
.

I

.

So-:Lth
Island hy car from Pic ton
¥e to-i4'ed on the
to Dunedin with an overnight at The Hermitage! (in a
In many places the scenery was
snowstorm of course).
mu^sh like otir ovm Rocky
Mountain area of Colorado and
^^bming - except the mountains rise n"'ich higher above
In 3>anedin v/e
the surrounding prairie in Hew Zealar^d.
found tliat O/ily one of tli^ fite re3tciurant3 1/3 checked
had lamb on the menu so we stayed at the asaociated mo
surprised by the small, sv/eet fried oys'tel ctnd were
+"ers served as a garnish. The n.^xt morning cur drive up
the hill on ^he
frozen rain of the previous night was
truly exciting and made us pleased that we had an ex~
p^rience from our gvtd. winter c02idi-:iuns. Tinally, dinner at the refitaurant in the Chris tchio'ch City Hall
with the Shepherd? was a fitting way to spend our last
evening - before we went to Art's class, that is.
.

)'/.
\\^^0^
said in the first paragraph that we enjoyed se^
^^Je
ing good Mainstream dancing again. let me explain 'some
of v;hat we told your callers while Wff'^e re there.
In the United States, dancers in many'areas have
become very eager to say that they could dance the Pluc
1 and prci3 11 Ipvels. This had caused many, particularly graduates of classes in the last two or three yearsj^'
to try to learn the additional calls of the Plus levels
before they have become thoroughly familiar with the

Mainstream calls. Thp consequence of this eagerness has
bpen a steady aeteriation in the dancing quality
at
Mainstream dances - and pven at the Plus IavoI dances in many areas in the States,
By contrast, the rJpncers
vre saw - all 6^
seta of them (including the class) were wflll trained, accurate and smooth in the execution of the calls they know. To us this is far more im
portant than the number of that a dancer knows. Par tic
ularly in Auckland, but to a considerable extent in
Christchurch also, the dancers knew what they knew very
well,

A large part of the smmothn^ss and variety that we
were able to provide was possibly only because the dancers executed each call accurately and with a common
style and pace that made proper timing easy to achieve.
The best square dancing results when the dancers and
the caller work as a team. ¥e are particularly apprecia
tive of the help we got from the superb dancing in your
Your callers have trained you well, not only
country.
in the mnchanioa of good dancing but in the art of dan
cing as well. In thw past decade, we have not seen Main
stream dancing done so well anywhere else. If the Plus
levels of dancing do find a place in your program,
please be careful to protect and preserve the Mainstrpam program.
The Plus and Advanced programs in the
States have rarely been able to provide the sense of
DANCING and SMOOTHNESS that we saw in New Zealand. Too
often the additional programs got involved in the challenge of the geometry and lose the basic feel of dancing.
We enjoyed that dancing aspect of your program
greatly and hope that you will be able to preserve it,
IPhank

you for

inviting us and we hope

us to return,

Jim and JoAnn
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EALPH PAG^

"by

J): (.Mil
a talk given Octo'bfir l6, I98O at K^ene State Ccl~
lege as a pe^rt of their Continuing '3d-acatiGn Program in
a seven week series entitled "Historic Kesne".

5'roin

Ctae of the early dance "books piiblishod in New ;HIngland « COIiECTldJI OF CCHTRA DMC3S 0? IAT3, APPROVED
AND FASHI CMABIS PIGUEES" "by Thomas Carlisle, was printed a:t the Muse-um Prpss, of VJalpole N.Ho in 1799. An«th
er early volnme '^THQ DANCER'S INSTRUd'OR, Containing A
yOllec.ticn of the ITv^vest Cotillions and Gonntry Dances"
"sy 'W.J,' was, printed In Kt^c-.n^ for the Compiler in
the
early 1800 's,
The original copy of this manuscript is
in the files of the New nampshire Historical Society,
Goncord, N.H, Carlisle's manuscript may he found In The
American Antiquarian Society, Worcester, Mass, A handwritten tune manuscript hy a Caleb Chase (pr oh auly one
of the Cornish, N.H, family) is in the files of the liew
Hampshire Historical Society.
,

The first dancing school in Keene was taught "by a
John Burhank, of Brookfield, Mass. in the winter of
COLUEGTIGS :P
1798-99. In 1799 Burhank published '^A
COUNTRY DAITCES, Por the Year 1799". A copy may he found
in the American Antiquarian Society, Worcester;, Mass«

mw

The first refAronce to dancing that has so far
comp to light is fc-jid in "TFn iiJMALS OF EIIT^IIJI!'' by Selma Hale, published by J,¥. Prentiss & Co, lojl...v. , In
17^c5 Nathan Blake of Feene and a yning man nam^d Allen,
were exchanged for a yonng French Pi^^utpnant nampd Raim
bout.
On the way home Blake stopped at the home of the
Raimbouts.
The neighbors wpre
invited; a s-umptuoiis
fpast was prepared; "wine" to use the language of Blake
"was as plenty as water"; the pvening, and the night
v/pre spent in dancing; the happy fathpr and mothpr open
ing the ball, and displaying all the livelineBS &t
youth. To the rough and sedate "Englishmen, who had seldom been out of the woods, the whole scene was novpl,
and pxcited aimoticms, to which they had not been accustomed. Fearing that the savages would pursue thpm, and
attempt to release •^''oung Allen of whom they had bpcome
quite fond, Lieutenant Raimbout accompanied them part
of the way. In the bpginning of May, 17^8 they arrived
home in Keene.

This is not to say that Nathan Blake was a dancer.
Only to say that he was exposed to dancing and we may
be sure that he talked about it after rpaching home.

What v/pre the parly dances and where did they come
from?
They were brought to this country by the early
settlers, the vast majority of whom came here frtJm
Grpat Britain: l.e» "England, Scotland, Ireland, and
Wales.
This VTas the time in history when all over "Europe the English were knovjn as "the dancing Unglish,"
There is a legend that Queen Elizabeth 1, bestowed the
office of Lord Chancellor on Sir Christopher Hatt on,
not for any superior knowledge of the law but because
he wore green bows on his shoes and danced thp Pavane
to pprfection.
Gountry dances were the rage in "England
?he common ppople and bourgpois
in the 17th century.

lu

society of the country developed the coTuitry dance to
its highest point in complexifcy,

John Playfprd seb down nnd piblished all the co-umtry dancss of England in a series of bool:3 en bi tied:
"THE EilOLISH DANCmO ILiSIUS, Plains and ^iJaey rules for
the
Dancing of Country Eances, v/ith the vanes to llach
Dance."
(Now there's a hifal-atin' name for a "book]).
Since he was a bookseller a::id a miiaician of ccrsiderable ability, he foi;:n.d no difficulty in Tnibll-.'-hlng them.
?layford and his heirs publiehed soiue seventeen editions of the book thror.gh the years l650 to 1728. By
edition the authors hr.d piiblished
"he time of the last
3Ci::e 900 co-Jiitry dances of varying degrees of difficulThey explored all forms of crossover r.nd interweaty.
ving with the n'Jiiib.-rs of participants varying from four
to an_indefinite number.
Sometimes ^^.aoh couijle in sncalternate
oession led through the
fig'oi'es, sometimes
occasionally the whole group "for as many
CDu|)les, and
as will" performed the fig^jres simyltaneously.

The
ordinary everyday
cocntry dances v;ere the
dance of the country people performed not merely on fes
tal days but whenever opportunity offered. ITie "English
'Drought wioh then to America their love of dancing and
music.
¥0 one will ever convince me to believe otherwise. You see, when you emigrate from one country to an
other with the idea of taking up _ p^-^rmanent .^settlement
in the nev; ccuntr-y, you tend to take what you love with
you and what you hate you leave behind.
,

Most of our early settlers were P'oritans and it is
high time someone stood up and said so^ne thing in their
favor. Not all of them v:ere pickle-faced kill-Joys J You
should read Percy Shole's "The Puritans and Music in

11

so lists and demolishp»s thft statements of those v/ho for
so long have parroted the p.n --^-ui^dtan satires
as
though they were ''.rjAr/.
r^-.o
indubitable facts go
against the venerai)!?; j-ilgar error which insists th&t
they were all "blue-nosed-so-and-sos , v;ho hated all fim
and passed (untraceable) laws against music and dance.
Bad news travels faster and further than any other kind,
and it is probably an incomplete reading of the antics
of John, Increase and Cotton Mather that started it all.
'
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It is certain that Boston had its dancing schools
in the last third of the 17th century. Unfortunately
these »arly day dancing masters seldom, if ever, advertised so that we only read about them when they got into trouble. Carl Bridesbaugh in his "CITIES IN THE WILDMQTSSS" cites two. !]?he first in l672, was "put down",
no explanation available. The second in l68l, was star^
ted by Monsieur Henri Sherlot, "a person of very insolent & ill fame, that Raves and Scoffs at Religion." He
was ordered out of town, and soon after Increase Mather
wrote his "Arrows Against Profane and Promiscuous Dancing." He reissued it a little later in l685, when another vagabond, Francis Stepney, chose Lecture Day fBr
his classes and otherwise defied the ministry, then
fled town one jianp ahead of his creditors. It is not
Cotton
known who ran the dancing school in 1688 when
Mather c explained bitterly that parents were more concerned with it than with their children's souls.
"
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Newly appointed ministers of this era were giving
Ordination Balls", the earliest one yet traced was giv
en bg; Reverend T-imothy ^.dwards (father of the famous
Jonathan) in l69^,
I have often vrondered-how the idea.
*^

,
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Thp best dancing mast.'=>rs of tho day taught manners, and
mann*^rs were a minor "branch of morals. It v/as as simple
¥e may smile
condescendingly at the idea of
as thab,
^iir Puritan forefathers devising moral reasons for some
thing that is plain, ordinary fun; but if anybody has
spen hox^ square dancing improves the morale of underpri
Yilpdged children as I have, h^ v/ill know what the wise
old Puritans also Iciew.

A few of the popiilar country
-^.^-.C\(^
dances of that day that were bro^^''"^'lY^ "-/Jc^
'light to America V7ere: ^'Maiden
A -f^-iyfl}^
^c^^'J,./
/^
"ijai'gason" \^±oo/:.j
/,.... \>i\
Lane" VJ-o:?ujj
-jane"
(l650)j ^'Dargason"
(l662; fr^ /yM'"^
""'^i:!/.:-:->yb
"Jacob Hall's Jig" (I695); '-^^.e
^ )\0-}^
V;
Jeud Man of Ballingigh" (I698);
'^•^-T^|
/
Wl
"GhildgroveMl79l); "The Bliick
^

ti

[,(-

'^

i(,

,

'
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'
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t-'-.'jJ-

lag" (1670); and thp big circls
j^r'-l/yytiV-..^
\V
r^^.
dancv? ''Selinger's Hcund" (l673)j a
.'^(Cji:^'?^?
.-^-- ^-<.'--"
sq-ijare for pighb, -'Chelsea R?^ach"
.^1665); and a square for eight "Iludsdon House^' (I665)
whose fi:rst figare is sfcpp for step the -'Grand Square"
of m cdp r n-day 3 quar p dan c-i rg
'

•

_

In 1713 9' ball was given by the Royal Govprnor in
Boston, at "which all the light-heeled and light-hearte±
Bostoniaiis of the GoTprnor's set danced "jin til three in
the morning. As balls and routs (aiiother name for them)
began at six. in the afternoon,' this gave long dancing
hi-uTs. In 1716, an advertisement in the Soston ITews-Let
ter. informs us of
lessons in '-All sorts of fine works,
as Fea^thprwork, Filigree, and Painting on Glass. .. .and
Dancing cheaper than pver" vras taught in Boston,
J

,

On the eve of the Rp volution there vjere tv;o assemblips in Boston, one for those with Tory leanings, the
3)ther
the Liberty Assembly. The letters of a young lady loyalist declare that thp former was reputpd to be
the bpst in America,
There are frequent references in
thp diary of John Rowe, friend of John Adams, to brilliant balls and "very good dancing,"
,

-
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The Amerio-^, ^---^'lution was conservative - a presprving of the
^a quo "by
k<>epiiig the
traditional
English liher-oi^'j. The division with England was political, y.r-"j ciilt-aral.
Therefore we did not invent a new
type of dance, "but pxpressed our revolutionary ardoff in
new dances of the old type. Such as "Stoney Point", "A
Successful Campaign", "The Defeat of Burgoyne", and
"Clinton's Retreat" were created by the dancing masters,
given names commemorating events of the war, but still
keeping the prevalent country dance formation and using
"English terms for the figures involved*
'

;:

>

.

In the 1790 's and early 1800 's we began to *»Ame*tcanize" some of the terms in contra dances, A "hey for
three" became "figure eight"; "right hand and I'^ft hand"
bocame "right and Ipft" and usually called "right and
left four"; "chasse the center" became "down the c*=>nt*>r
and back"; "swing partner oncp and a half" became "turn
partner, by thp right hand once and a half around", ptc.

John Griffith was undoubtedly thp bpst known dancing master of the post-Revolutionary pra. He wrote several books of contra dances and cotillions - a direct
ancestor of our modern-day quadrille.
Two of his bpsb
known works are "The Slqr lark", publishpd In Korthampton, Mass, in- 1799 and the famous "Otsego Manuscript"
published in I8O8 in Otsego, N.Y. containing some 35^
contra dances arranged alphabetically. Sane of his dances are still danced today - "British Sorrow", "TI^
Young Widow", and "The Doubtful Shepherd" are probabl/
the best known. Another of his creations deserves more
popularity than it has: "The Bonny lass of Abprdeen-',
Griffith's version of "Money Musk" is nearly identical
with the way it is danced to this day in the 3fonadnock
Region,
»

Ik

-

:

The war of 1812 had a profiDiind effect on th^ dance
forms nf this cbimtry. It x;as not a popular war in New
"Sngland; we called it "President Madison's ¥ar"
There
was even talk among ns of seceding. The rest of the
sountry fell in love with and took up what was called
the "French Quadrille", while New ^nglanders, especialsmaller towns, kept on dancing
ly those living in the
and loving the country dances.
T2n:ie
the cities, even
those as small as Keene danced more and more the quadrilles. Not so in the towns like Nelson, Stoddard, ¥al
pole We stmoro land, Alstead, Ecncock, Dublin and Fitzwilliam.
'"'vc'.v^
.

,

,

,

ji-

V/hy did we -retain these older forms of the dance?
Why didn't we follow the l«*ad of the citiss? No one answer. comes quickly to mind,We danced the contras hecause vje liked them. It vv^as as simple as that, ¥e were
not aware that we were "preserving" anything. Being a
contrary-minded people if we had thought we were preserving anything We probably wouldn't have danced themi
The qus.drilles became a set sequence of figures. They
becs^me more and more complicated so that dancers were
given printed directions to the ones due to be danced
the
at any particular ball. Country people preferred
simpler con+^ras that lasted longer. Why bother
Ifarn
ing something v^hich was finished as soon as four couples had done the dance? Quadrilles were aimed at depor
tment, the controls at exercise.
,

.:

^'
'I:

^:::^h

fortunate in there being a dancing master
We were
the caliber of John Griffith. He was not afraid of pionpering in small towns which had never before known a

dancing master. He published books, and many of his dan
ces vjere pirated by other less talented teachers. He
traveled up and down the Connecticut River valley as

.15

far north as ¥alpcle \fhere hf= had p-ab]t3?7rd ^AlC*^!- lection of Contra Taiicea" in 1799.
He called one of his
dances "The 'Statia G-lrl", At that time a part of Ker^ne
now bordered by the road
Si lent ?;%y"
was known as
'statlaville It Is nice to think that just maybe John
Griffith knew a girl from 'Statiavllle and named the
dance for her.
*»

.

,

We have always had talpnted musicians who knew and
play the correct tunes for our contra dances.
That is another reason for our keeping them. Good music
is an important part of any dance form.
coiild

One of the better old-time
fiddlers was Sewell Page - a
distant relative - who lived
in Munsonville« He "got reIlgion" in his later years
and stopped playing for dan
aes but he continued to play
®"for his own a,musement and I /^-43J:-|ri^H-.2p^^
hM.ve hpard the old folks
4 •^-'' "\i"2iS--^^
a:^^^il£L'
tell about visiting hia of r:^^;
^"^an ^Tening to hear him play
contra dance tunes. He used to arrange them in various
places around the room so that, as he said, the strings
on his fiddle "would vibrate properly". But he was all
done for fee evening if a cat were to walk into the ro<5m.
^.

\

.

v-),^

9

Itinerant fiddlers traveled the countryside staying the night or a couple of days at various homes, one
night of whicl?. was devoted to their playing their music
B
for the folks in town. Word was passed around that soand-so was sta/ing at the Guillow's and this led to
young and old naking a visit th^re to listen. Aft^r
playing for an hour or so the fiddler would "pass the
hat"
collecting aipney for his 'concert'. Qn^ of th^ bet
V-''
tpr of these itinerants was a blind nan known simply as
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and charge an admission to all who

caTJie.

Whftn you say that "John Doe" was the best
fiddler
in the Region you are treading on dangerous ground, because every fiddler worth his salt is the best fiddler
in the world to somebody I
So let me say simply this:
when I was growing up in Munsonville , if you knew that
Chester Towne Romy Farr, Levi Messer, Forrest Barret
Arthur Maynard, or Herman Wright, was the lead fiddler
in the orchestra, you ME¥ that it would be good music,
,

proprrly played,
later years knew Gene Gober, Lawrence
'»Rocky" Carroll, Russ Allen, Al Quigley or Dick Richard
son to belong in the sa:iie category.
Today we know that
Earvey Q^olman, Jack Perron or Rodney Miller belong up
there with the best in the business.

V.-.

Ancchcir excellent fiddler was John Taggart of Sharon and Peterboro. His orchestra enjoyed a fine reputation and for many years played for dances throughout
the Region.
Also, he wrote several fine contra dance
tunes, notably: "John A's Hornpipe", "Sharon Gity","RuD
Sell's Jig" and ""^ilisha Frederick's Tune".
H. Thome
ring's book "Sliptox^: The History of Sharon, N.H." has
much to say about John Taggart, the songs he sang and
the music he played,
-^

^—

\

%X)

Charlie Cavender was a gifted fiddler too, A lefthanded fiddler it vjas often said that he could play
vrhen
sound asleep!
"Slwyn Varrett of Pet<=r'boro was a
bass viol player of renown. If he got excited enough he
would frequently play Chorus Jig or Fisher's Hornpipe
on his bass fiddle.

Locally the Beedle

Orchestra was

thought by many

17

to be the eqiial of any of the big city
organisations
that were often hiir^d to play for special balls and assemblies in the Region, Consisting of 12 pieces it certainly gave the dancprs the Joy of dancing to a "f-ull
sound". One of the membprs of Beedle's Orchestra was "^d
ward Bagley, trombinist, who later becamp famous as the
composer of the great march "National Imblem" which haa
bpen played by brass bands the world over.

"What
instr-uments were used in the make-up of the
old-time dance orchestras? From an item in the New Hamp
shire Sentinel for Novpmbpr 13th, 1879 we read: "Fpene
Quadrille Band has reorganized for the season of 1879following artists: ;^.S. Parment^^r, f first
80, with the
violin;
Harlow, second violin; C.H. Holton, flute;
James Spencer, clarinet; T.J, Allen, cornet; M,M, Smith
trombone; C»P« Holton, basso & prompter. This would be
orchestra-, of that ppriod. Piano and drums
the typical
When I was
were added around the turn of the century.
growing up, a typical orchestra consisted of 2 violins,
Occasionally a bass viol
cornet, clarinet, and piana.
was added if there was some town in town who could play
it.

?

q.uadrilles the old-time orIiHien playing a set of
chestras played sppcial music written for the dance.
This was continued until q^uite modprn times, Favorite
quadrille orchestrations were such as "Black Cat", "The
Prince of Good Fellows", "Circus" "Queen Bee", "Harvest
"Atltumn
Moon", "Good Htmor" "The Sailor's Re turn"
Leaves. " And I have heard my uncle and others speak in
awed tones of "The Barry Set" and "The Marble Set" of
quadrille tunes, I have hand-written manuscripts of the
violin parts for both»
*•

,

,

~
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to be continued

CfJJ/S

%^i.

i\?
^Y CH.TP"hSKDHI'JKSOJI

Christmas is aim est h^rfl and many
traditiens and cuctoms ar<^ i^s^rvei at
this timp of thp> ypar. Not all cf thftse
oust cms arp "^pry old an i sotlp have chaiig
pi throii^h thp years, I got to thiiik:
"ing a'bout thp customs and tralitions of dancing and thought I'i
pass my oTDse'rvations on to yau.
•r^I

?lrst, to avoid confusien, 1^11
rpfpr to modprn ("wpstpm") square
dancing as "GIuIj" dancing and the traditicnal square/
contra and country dancing as "Country/ Contra" for the
rpst of this article. This is n^t a scoring pvent, hut
what I think are some int^rp sting xvays in which old cis
toms and traditions have influenced the two, dance dia•ciplinps,

Jov a start Ipt^s consider the tradition of dan
cing to contpmporary music,
GIuTb dancing is most cprtainly kpeping this old custom alive.
C sun try; Centra
dancing mainly uses music that was contemporary in an
parlipr ppricd, whpn the dances and music wpre first
donp,
Thp music of bath disciplines can Tse pxciting.
Country /contra music bping strongly phrased and follewing that vpry old traditisn.

xox
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The use of live music for dancing is, of course,
an ancient tradition and is followed closely "by Country
Contra dancing.
Since there werp no recordings available in the past one can only use conjecture as to v;hether or not it would have been acceptpd by our dancing
ancestors.
Horns were popular in dance bands in the
19th century and are heard today in Club recordings.

0x0

How about the use of dance books containing music,
dancing, set-ups, figure patterns, and the like? A veryold custom here, followed by Club dancing (vrithout the
musical scores) especially these days but not limited
to that discipline entirely. Th^re are many dance books
from "England covering the 17th and 18th centuries that
contain diagrams of the country dance (Longways) and
In the
the floor patterns of dozens of basic figures.
19th century were nymerous American dance books contain
ing directions on how to dance, behave, and lead dances.
0x0

In the area of fancy footwork such as balances,
Country/contra
setting, chassps and rigadoons, the
field retains more of these steps than Club dancing.
Both disciplines make major use of some form of a danceTijalk, but from past evidence it was formerly the custom
to "foot it" throughout the course of the country dances, "Especially towards the end of the 18 th century.
0x0

In the area of written coders of behavior and manners, this was heavily stressed in the dance publicaToday, Club dantions of the 18th and 19th centuries.
cing pits much written (and verbal) emphasis on these
matters.
More so, I think, than Country/Contra does,
(Please don't rpad anything into that; I'm simply talking about who pats what into print.)
0x0
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Drsas codes arp an important part of Club dancing,
and were often carefully discussed in the old dance
books.
Particularly in the 19th century.
In general
they are not part of todays Ccuntry/Contra scene. Drink
ing codes (None Toormitted) appear in the 19th c^^ntury
"books, and are a
very definite and important part of
Club dancing's program,

The custom of looking at the person(s) you're* dancing V7ith was stressed in the 18th and 19th cpnturies
and is an almost universal part of Oour.try/contra dancing today. Pf^rsona-l observations of Club dancing would
Ifspd iir* to believe that it is not
or
taught
strpssed
v«ry niuch.
'vnen it dops occur it seeins to be with the
P«ot)1p who already know one another reasonably w^ll,

0X0

Traditionally, dances are done_by couples who have
been associated with country and square dancing. First
''he
minuet and other court dances, and lat^r on the
Today, Club and Round
\"^lt7,^Bi masurkas, polkas, etc.
c'r-tricinf are strongly tied tcge^ther.
On the whole, couple dancing is not very big in the Country /Centra area,
but thpre is definite dancer interest in these dances.
0X0
The tprm "Limited Basics" crops up in Club dancing
publications all the time. In the past it was a way of
dance life.
It present this tradition is followed by
^he Country /contra people,

0X0

I'm not sure that these following items are consid
ered traditions or not but in the past, heavy support

I
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contra and q-uadrillf>-tyjift dancing was ^iv«=n "by
"uppar classes" of England and Amf=^rica. In th^ 17th
and 19th cpnt-uries th^^se people had thp time and monpy
to <=;njoy activiti<=s such as dancing. And they co-uld
r<=>ad and write, and so
supported the publication and
sale of hundreds of dance books that have preserved the
old tunes and dances used by present dpy Country /Contra
musicians and dance leaders. In tJjhis day and age dancing is done by all "classes" of people in both disciplines. It would appear that being simpler, th^se older
dances were xs.rt of the regular social life of the past
and not done as a hobby thing as we do today, With the
pxception of parts of New "England (for Country/Contra)
our dance disciplines are specialties now,
of

thi=

_

thf=

0x0

If you want to interpret this article as for /against or good/bad you may choose to do so if you vdsh.
Howpver, I found it fascinating to see that "traditional" Country /contra dancing holds to so many old and important traditions while Ipaving "modern" Club dancing
to maintain other pqually important and old customs.

you during thpse hpctlc and hap
py holidays. A Mprry Christmas and a Happy l^Tf^w Ypar in
the bpst of the new and eld traditions
The best to all of

fr(an ^nni NHJIf

ENGLAND CALLER, Dec. I98O

.
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DUST OY\

YOUR ]<rCORDSV ;^
Phonograph records attract dust.

Any

sqTiar«=»

danc«

callPi* knows this, and knows too, thct
thp
dust can
makff the
r<=oord sound like 'ihe Rice Oris pies jingle to
completely ruin the effect of his favorite singing call,

Manufact-jrers havo coiie up wi i;h all sorts of devices to clpan the dust from the grooves and, in some cases, to keep it off the record ^-ntirely. These products
arp divided into two groups - these bhat can harm records and those that cannot. The ones that do harm usual
ly contain pither £,lcohol, to clean the record, or sili
cone, to protect it frozi dust.
Don't "buy any of theml
Silicone g^bs into the mcord grooves and clog th^m; al
cohol can damage tho vinyl from which the record is
made
harmf-il
products don't appear
FortijJLately, these
to be sold as v;idely as th^y wpre a few years ago.
In
their pla^e has bei^n developed a new generation of rpcord cleaners that either use a hazeless liquid or no
liquid at all.
These cleaners come in many different
shapes and with many different prices - from #3 to $15.

0X0
I havp tried
several of these cleaners and tested
them on dusty records.
Rpm^mber noTr;, these tpsts vr^re
thoroughly unscipntific and you may corns to diffprpnt
solutions. Tor v/hat they are worth, hpre are the names
of the clpaners tpsted and thp rpsults*

C^^

CO
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Audio

T<^^chnica Sonic Broom ($ll). A futuristically
r^ctang^ilar device with a curved, plush-like
clf^aning pad and a plastic handle. It comes with cl'=aning liquid. Several drops arp squezzed into the plastic
handle to moisten the pad. It did a f^ood job of cleaning records "but the plastic handle was awfcs^ard to hold.
sha.p(=d

Sound Saver Classic 1 ($10). It has a vplvet-like
pad and a heavy plastic handle.
Comes with liquid that
was squeezed into a hole on top of the handle. Also has
a sponge to wipe dust from the pad. Instructions included with the cleaner said the record should not be clea
ned until the liquid had been allowed to seep through
the -^d for 30 minutes.
This spemed an unnpcessary deinstructions said liquid did not have to
lay, but the
be reapplied for two weeks.
Disc ¥asher (^12). It came with a wooden handle and
a pile pad. Also has a small container of fluid, a brush
to clpan tho iDad, and a com"Drphensive instruction booklet. Old a f:ood job of rerr.ovinp: dust. Liquid had to bp
ariplied to the pad pvpry time a record was to be clpanAd,
It seemed to be thp easiest to use, since it was
lighter than thp Scund Saver and less avrkwardly shappd
than the Sonic Broom.
The Disc Washer was my favorite, although both the
Scund Saver and the Sonic Broom cleaned thp records
well.
:t also sepms to be more readily available at
more stores than any of the others. Disc ^fasher replace
ment fluid also spems pasier to obtain.

As stated before - the tests were not scipntific.
The prices seem high but placed against the cost of records they are not p^xorbitant. At the price of LPs and
^5s it seems like ccmmcn sense to keep them clean and
useable for a longer pprlcd of time*

2^

THMKS

TO:
Fol.-=7 - J. X'I&Ikqt
Joe Hritz - cookbook & folklore it«=ms
iM'&M Wm. Jenkins - Dancp program
Iiila Boyd - eld- time dance nwoic
Stan Isaacs - taped interview with Charlie»
Baldwin & Ralph Page
c'erry He It - Chivas "Regal
ounni Bloland - Ro-umanian dance LP
Libertad ITajardo - Philippine cigars
Jack Samilton *^t al - Cigars
M^M Bro'ATilow "Thompson - J. Jameson
John Callahan - Back issiies Northern Jionket
Tarin Cottier - Cook books & Folklore book
Tv»=3 Moreau - Pr^nch-Canadian dance LP
Ohing-Shan - LP of Chinese Eancos
Lillian Cook - Jar of homenade raspberry jam
Jim Mayo - Photographs
Martin Markham - cigars
M&M Wm. Jenkins - Molasses cookies & Pruit
cake
Eogpr Knox - ^5 ^pm "Happy ¥anderei"
M&M Bob Jones - Pp>ar butter
(jporge Hodgpson - Contra dance music

WoM Can
M(?jM

DI'^D:

Aug. 18, I98O - Norman Cazden

How do I know
My youth is spent?
My get up and go
Has got up and went.
But still I can grin
Iihen I

think where it's been.

s

,
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TUD'S WHIM

An original contra

Ted Sannella

"by

Couples 1 - 3 - 5 - <3tc. active
Cress over before dance starts
Music: Any tune you think appropriate

All go forward and back
All pass thru, turn alone, swing the one now b^low
Right and left thru across the set
(Don't righfl & left back)
Samo four circle loft once around
Back with a left hand star
Same two ladies chain over and back

Applejack invites you to his 5th annual Nevr Year's Ive
Dawn Dance, Dncembpr 31, I98O at 8;00 p.m. at Gibson
Aikpn Center, 20? Main St. Brattlpboro, Vt. Tickets $6,50 at thp door or .^5.50 in advance. Available until
Dpc, 21 from Applejack, Box 67, Putney, Vt. 0515^
xox
If you are a lover of Traditional New "England dancing,
you MUST attend the CIIHISTMAS COTILLION, Saturday, Dec.
20, 1980, at Brimmer and May School, Middlesex Rd. Chest
nut Hill, Mass, An evening of music and dance of the
late 19th century, led by dancing master Anthony Parke
and festuring Yankee Ingenuity Q,uadrille Band (Donna
Hinds, leader). Poriod Cost"ume suggested. Jackets (mpn)
long dresses (ladips) required. Dancing 8-12 p.m, NO
CASUAL DR^SS OR JSANS PLEASE
,

:
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JINGLE BWj^S
't's that time of ye>a.T again and here's a nice easy vpr
si on of an old favorite. If you mv.st use records probably Blue Star l637 is most suitable.

Opener, break & endings

Circle to the left in a 2?ne horse open sleigh
O'er th3 hills 7;8 go, laughing all the way
Allemande left your corner, then do si do your own
Men star by the left it's oncp around you go
Do si do yo'iir pertnprs all tht5n promf^nade and sing
Jingle Bells, Jingle BpHs, jingle all the way
Oh what fun it is to rifr in a one horse open sleigh
The Dance

Four ladies, prompnade once inside the ring
Get back home to swing your own, you swing
him round- and round
your
corner turn partner by
Lwft allemande
the right
Pour men star by the left it's once around
tonight
Do si do your partner then with your partner
swing
Swing your corner lady, k^ep her, promenade
_
the ring (sing)
Jingle BpIIs, Jingle Bells, jingle all the way
Ch whBt fnn it is to ride in a one horse open sleigh
,

Rppeat dance three more times

X Ai/

A Tim^ To Vanoe - ^6 ,S>5
by Hi chard F^vell
Lina Dance Manual - ^5.00
py Grant longl^y

"The

Solo Eance Manual - ^5.00
Co-untry Eance "Bock ~ S5.50
cy Beth Tolman & Ealpli Page

'lihp,

A Choice Splection

of

American Coiinbry Dances Of The
by I'eller & Sweet

Re-volutionary "^ra - ^3.00

Twenty Joxlt ^arly Amwrican Dancex - ^'+.50
o^: James Morrison
Tne Ralph Page

Book Of Contra Dances -

.*2.50

by Ralph Page - 22 dances plus miisic

Square Dances Prom A Yankee Caller's Clipboard ~ /$5.00
27 Lo-ylse ''^inston & Rod Linnell

Eetitage Dances Of
'oy Ralph Page

"^a.rly

America - ^5-50

Piddle Tunes of Cmer Marcoux - .^^'•.50
:)ollf=cted by Sylvia Miskoe & Jiistinp Paul
COM-^L^iTTi

YOTR PILS OP

KORTHEIRIJ

JIMKET

^e havR many of thp back issues
T^l. 1 thru Vol. 6 © ^1,C0 per copy
Tol. 7 to date @ $0,75 P^^ copy
Any of the abovA ma t-^rial postpaid from:

Ralph Page
117 'fechington St,

HMD

YHAr<

CAyV\P
m\\\
CHiLRLI^ BALDT^n:]^ - Squares

M7ID
RALPH PAG^

- Contras

H'TNRY - Sr^ek LancRS

& Lancers

CQMY

TAYLOR - General Folk
Dances
AMDCR CZOMPO - Htmgarian lances

Y^AR ^D CA]\iP starts with supper, December 30th, I98C
^nds with the noon meal January ^th, I98I. Once again
Y-^AR TilND GAMP will he held in the STUD^.IIT UNION BLD6.
r^.Ej\TE STAl'E COLLEGE, KEENE
N.H.
,

COST: ^85.00 PER PERSON EOR 'rULL SESSION. Plus Room.
Make your own room arrangements. Write or call for listings of available motels in Eeene area,
\.

••

Cost includes ALL M""ALS classes, snacks, evening parties and, of course, the unlimited supply of hot coffee
or tea all day long.
,

^XC^.LLENT POOD

HARDWOOD FLOOR FOR DANCING & PARTIES
MARVELOUS ACCOUSTICS

Further information from: Ralph & Ada Page
117 Washington St.
Keene, N..H. 03^31
phone (603) 352-5006

.

3olk Dance
iJJeGkond
UJ]]}]
& I0UXS15 HUBERT - French Eances
DAVID H^IRT - Greek Dances
GGMY TAYLOR - General Polk Dances
RALPH PAG'^ - Contra Dances & lancers

G-^BMAIIT

at

[nn

iM

AT

msT

hill farm

TROY, ¥.H.
COST: $62,50 per person. POLK DAIC^./'^BIOIND starts
th supper Friday night May 1st, closes v;ith the noon
meal Sunday, May 3rd, I98I. Part-time guests accomodated & cost pro- rated. Please send ^10.00 per p<^rson advaEtce registration to assure you space.
If73

.

.

Modern heated ca>'ins & rooms all with private or semiprivate showers & baths. Indoor, heated swimming pool
for your aonvenience
Register early: this weekend fills up

fasti-_

Call or mail your reservation to: Ralph Page
117 Washington St.
K«ene, IVT.H. 03^31
phone (603) 352-5006
phone at Th^ Inn: (603) 242-6^95
"

CGMTRA DMC"^ E^j'.IX^^.tlA.R'r^S:
¥e have ovht 300 hooke and
for ^qvaTP; and. con-tra dancing. PA s^'stA/ns, r^card cases, aites, slo-down for floord.
S^and for
our
fTPiP'. jcitaloguf^: Alcazar, RD #2
Box 82, Vratprbiii'y, Vt.
05670
rACc;)rds

,

Conny Taylcr, 62 Fattier Av^ Lexington, Mass. Annoiirices a np.w FCLZ DAIICTil RSCOSD SHRYIC^.
For more complete
information call hin at YO 2 - 7l4^
.

GAM - "^D MEDIA LTD
SUPPLIES AMD POLE DAI^JCS RECORDS
and
RECORD PLAY31RS
INSTRUCTION LOOKS AS W^JJL AS
RECORD CASES, ETC.
135 Spadina Ave, Suite 1, Toronto, Ontario, Canada
M5T 2C6

in
DO YOUR PRIl^ND A PAVCR! Send him/her a siinscription to
NORTHERN JUNEET. $5.00 for 10 issues in U.S. and U.S.
Possessions. Canada & Foreign ^7.00. A Dance Magazine
That Is Different'.

Ralph Page
117 Washington St.
Keene, N,H. 03^31

ill
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Tomas.O Ganainn, lecturer and examinpr in Irish music
in the Music Department of University College, Cork,
ha5 b^en granted a sahfeatical year's Ipave from his
cuties and hopes to arrange a lecture /recital tour in
Ireland, Canada and the United States in Spring I98I.
Anyone interested please contact him at
Ard Barra
Glanmire
Cork
Ireland

G-^T

OFF

m

THE RIGHIP FOOT IN I98II

'

r»MCE ALL NIGHT AS

DOMA

HIIJDS,

TONY PARKBS, AND TOD miTTEMQRE PRESENT
ist Annual

NE¥ YEAR'S EVE

DAM

DANCE PARTY

3quares8 & Qontras with Tod & Tony calling to Rod & Rand^ Mill'^r, plus Yankee Ingenuity.
K<=''dn«sday, December 31, 1980 8:30 p.m, to ??7
Bplmont Hill School Gym, Belmont, Mass. fe.03 admission
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American Co^jintry Dancing from HornBy Richard Neville. ¥ith illustrations & wood engravings by Randy Miller,
St, Martinis
Press, Index. Bibliography. 272 pp. Library of Congress
:;atal_ogue f 77 -7 66^-7
$6.95.

1

TIMII

pi tdps to Hot Hash,

,

I paper back efition of the
excellent work by Richard
ITpvell. Hp covers the field well» from New Hampshire to
California to the Appalachians without trying to blankPprhaps he favors New "England contra
et any one area,
iancing - maybe I
But he gives an excellent account of
"iJven includes some nice dance tunes.
each arpa.
The

cuts by Randy Miller are excellent and add much to
The photographs may wpII becomp coIIpc tor's
items too. Nevell writes history without you being avare that it is history and that is something not every
author can do - at least not well. It is dance history
without lots of dates and dull trivia. This book should
be in your dance library,
V700d

the book.

ENGLAND CHESTNUTS. Alcazar Dance Series ¥R 293. Con
~ra dance music played by Rodney & Randy Miller et al,

1J1¥

cannot recommpnd this LP too highly
It is the best
IP of traditional Npw "England contra dance tunes yet re
^ordpd,
Triie
on two bands - Hull's Victory and Opera
thp
Rpel
back-up musicians tpnd to drown out Rod's fiddling, but this is nit picking.
The shakes, quavers,
triplets, and grace notes that he so effortlessly plays
throughout the rpcording are the mark of a master musi-

"Z

I

,

times arp the correct ones for thp daitces. s^-*
There's pven a polka and a waltz with m-Qsic
written "by T.cb McQuillen who is probahly the regions'
best pomposer of contemporary contra dance music As if
this wasn't pnough, Rodney plays what I hplieve is
the
greatest Money Musk yet recorded by any fiddler to
date, "ifnen a better one is recorded it will be played
by Rodney Miller. Buy itil
cian._^Thf^

lei ted.

.

FOLSLSRli]

du QHSBEC. Totem_TO-9238

This IP records one of the finest French- Canadian orche
stras in the business. Les Sortileges play with precision in a danceable tempo.
They play with feeling for
the dance. This is an excellent recording of French-Canadian dances and should be in your dance library.

M

BASTRBTGinJ et AUTRUS DANCSRISS. laridaine

ML 7902.

An

excellent IP of traditional French-Canadian dances
played by an orchestra that knows what dancing is all
A booklet describing the figures of the dances
about.
is included. Excellent in every way.
££5$i

__

MADAME TEERSSE RIOUX, La Reine des Violoneux, Gatralogne
GilT 16005
Madame Rioux is indeed a fine fiddler and this is a
fine LP to add to your collection of Frpnch-Canadian
dance music. However, I do with that all fiadlprs v/ould
give up recording "The Mocking Bird" and "Red ¥ing" but
that is maybe too much to ask.
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LA fKAMCAJS£
"by

Jp^n LeMay

Thprp arp
thrpp towns Ipft in this country whpre
Ypar's is cplpbratpd with 'a French touch. Appropriatply pnough, all have Prpnch namps, - Yincpnnes, Indiana; otp, Gpnevipve, Missouri;
and Prairie du Roc her,
Illinois - and all arp within three hour's drive of one

Iffew

anobhtir.

The
cplebration has any number of names. Among
them are La Guiannee la Guignolee. La Gaie-Anne and
la Guillonne'e.
When staged in the best tradition it
combines the revelry of an American New Year's with
the door-to-door masquerade of Halloween.
,

,

If this double-barreled merriment is the othodox
practice of La Guiannee, then the people of Prairie du
Rocher are closest to the spirit of their hpritage.

»
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The custom has bpen imchane^'^'d sincfi
Eirer -villagp was settled in 1722

thp»

Mississippi

la Gr"aiann(=e is thp namo of a song sung d-uring tho
celehration. Exactly what this title mpans, and how it
originat-^d, is the subject of many scholarly d<=^bat^3,
but this doe^sn't pspocially ccncpm tho group of French
residpnts who dress in gaudy costumes for the eTentt
nor the spectators who follow them from house to house
to sing for a pork backbone while a violin accompanips
them. Usually, they settle for a good stiff drink anyway,

l^^
At each door the leader, keeping time vrith his
walking stick, sings the first vprse of thp song, after which the chorus repeats it. In the second verse
they ask for the pork backbone "to make a fricasee'J,
In the third they ask to see the eldest daughter of
the house, whereupon the host throws the door open and
everybody troops in, singers and spec tat ord included.
Inside they form a ci^'cle and complete the song. At
the end the host has a bottle of wine or whiskey ready.
This is passed around.

At Prairie du Rocher thp group has learn^^d from
experience to bring with them a strapping six-foot
trucker nampd Wendell "Tiny" Sauze who acts as a sort
of "sergeant-at-arms.
His job is to ration th<= drinks
Bpforp this restraint
to the singprs at pach housp.
was imposed, the participants uspd to get prptty badly
celebraticn usually
out of tune by 1:00 a,m« whpn the
ends,
,

,

A father and son team, Charles and Percy Cipro,
The function is
are the song Ipaders of La Guiann<^e,
to gpnpration.
gpnpration
handed down rpligiously from
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Charlfis Clare, now

plghty y(=>ars old, has b^en singing
for nparlj twenty years. Charlea Bise^ nin«=ty,
retired as violin accompanist last year after taking
part in the celebration for seventy years.
thft

Ipso,

At Ste. Genevieve, German and French versions of
the song are popular, but
T'
the singers no long«=r go out
to the houses where the can-<
dies burn in the windows.
/fj
Instead they gather in a
/j>14._l_l_^^
^--.vx S^
o^
local tavern or at the ra .^sI^-Z'lzp^'—z^
dio station. In Yincennes |X'X^^fS^'±^''fc=^:iTi^^'^'''c
the custom has been modi_
fied in the same way. The general
theme of the song is the same in all three places, although in Vincennes and Ste. Genevieve the words are cl
oser to the classical French.
;

'

.

xox
seldom the same in any community
la Guiannee is
but it has probably retained its authpnticity in Prairi
du Roche r because the town of five hundred is off the
beaten track and relatively isolated. It is -cradled at
the foot of a bluff
overlooking the Mississippi and
lives from the profits of a limestone quarry, it6- only
industry, and the harvest of corn and soybeans from the
fertile farmlands. One of the things to see in the town
is the Brickey House, which was built by Abraham Hagerman Lee who won the Chicago Opera House in a lottery in
186? and sold it for $200,000.

Aside from its historic and scenic interest, Prairie du Rocher is at its best en New Year's eve, when en
thusiasm for La Guiannee overshadows everything else.

-^3

calibration is thought to go back ',c th<^ six
th.(=>rp iispd to
in Franc
Tov'nsppoplf^
teonth
thsir
worst
dress in
clothes and go ont to sprpnad^ th^
rich on ]\Tew Ypar^^s in the hopp of ^^tting at least a
glass of v/ine fr^e.
Some historians think bhe custom
goes back 2000 years to the Druids of Gaul. Variations
found today in Qprmany, "England and
of the custom arp
Scotland, where they resemble the trick- or- treat asppct
of Halloween, On this continpnt the only thing like it,
pxcept in a few provinces of Canada where the Society of
St. Vincent de Paul observes it to obtain money for the
Th(^

cfin t^ary

f^ ,

poor,

la Guiannee is one of those customs that have a
hard time staying alive in our kind of civilization.
Down in Prairie du Rocher however, it seems pretty firm
Hearing the song and revelers going from
ly rooted.
place to place, you get a pleasant feeling of being in
an ancient and unreal world,

Folklore Tillage of Dodge ville Wisconsin has began a
drive for $20,000 for repairs and improvements to this
well-known place of folklore & folk dance activity. Any
contributions, large or small, are requested. Send your
tax deduc table check to Jane Farwell, Folklore Village,
Rt. 3, Dodge ville, ':n. 53533 and take pride in your being
a part of a most worthwhile project,
,

OBOX

Do you like Old Time Scandinavian-American music? Then
write Banjar Records, Box 32l6^, 7^^0. Univprsity Ave FB
Minneapolis, Minnesota, 55^32 for their listings of lovely polka, schottische and waltz dance music.

xox
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By RUTH B. PI^LD
The fiddler tunes up - hi-de-ho
Choose your partner - away we go
As the country danoe starts full swing
While they clap and stamp, the prompt ap will
sins:

4#^
-•
'{]]

"Swing your partners all - docey do,
Grand right and left - don't be slow!
Step lively gals, boys, now's yoiir chance,
Sq.ueeze her a bit and on with the dance I"

Down in the Town Hall, you
The thrill of the old timp
The Portland Fancy and The
Pop Goes the Weasel - stay

will feel
Virginia Reel,
Morning Star,
where you. are.

There's morp to come - in the evening dusk.
Devil's Dream and Money Musk,
Iflhirl through The Half Moon - hear the trilling fife
Swing to the rhythm of Old Jack's Life,
Hull's Victory brings the color to your ch^ek,
Sicilian Circle or French Four leaves you weak.

You. can dance The

Promenade and swing your miss. Promenade, bow,
li^t and gay - steal a little kiss,
And when the music starts again
Don't miss the chance
To join in the frolic of the country dance.
"Sverybody
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Ruth Fipld writes: "The Comitry Tance lists many of the
old time dances which were popular in W'^st ChpRtprfipld
back in the 20's. Those listed in the accompanying poem
J^ young school
tpacher at thp timp I
are authentic.
went with the people where I boarded to attend the HarYpst Supper and Dance at the West Chesterfield, N*H.
Hall, which was a yearly event. Accustomed to the music
of Paul TiHiiteman and
famous
orchestras of the 20' s,
these dance s_ were cprtainly a switch Those old timers
could out step and out last my gpneration as thpy caper
ed and whirled to the "Caller's" demands!
,

I

also wonder how many infants and children n^^w in
thpir primes, slept peacefully on the chairs around the
hall, watched over by older children or pldprly relatives while their parents danced, now carry on the tradition of those old dances."
"I

CONTRA RECORD HEAIQUARTMS ¥e have 2)ver 500 books and
records for sq.uare and contra dancing, PA systems, recSend for our
prd cases, mikes, slo-down for floors.
frep catalog. Alcazar, Box ^28, ¥aterbury, Vt. 05676.
:

TITS

WORLD'S WORST

QITIlSTIQKfS

Will you premise not to gpt mad if I ask you something?
Do you have statistics to back up that statempnt?
You don't honpstly pxppct mp to believe that, do you7
Havpn't you any spnse of himior?
Yo-q. don't remember me do you7
Have I kept you waiting?
'^Ofl vjhat's the mattpr?
Tou aslpep?
So what?
¥hpn are you going to grow up?
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Floor fright is a common occurence with new dancers.
It has been exp«=ripnced by most dancers at various times. A dancer will notice the symptoms many times
observed by anyone else, including
when it may rot be
thp
dancer's partner.
The most obvious symptoms are
trembling knees and trembling hands. It is caused from
tension, excitement and anxiety, and it usually subsides after dancing a few measures or phrases of the mu
sic.
It is onp of the problems most dancers cope with
and resolve parly in their dancing careers. It may reappear under various circumstances, in strange or unusual surroundings or company.
reasons that night club dance floors
One of the
are dimly lit is to provide dancers with some degree of
privacy.
Most of the dancers who get up to dance on a
darkened floor would sit out the dance if the room were
flooded with light.
They find a degree of security in
the obscurity provided by the dim light.
Most dancers
also f^el less conspicuous on a crowded dance floor.
They are less conspicuous. The more dancers on a floor,
the less the
chances that an observer will notice or
concentrate on an individual couple.
The more dancers
on a floor the fpwer the
number left on the sidelines
as observers. Many people wait until several oth^.r couples start before thpy will get out i)n the dance floor.
Thpy want and nped company on the floor before thej can
dance.
Thpse dancers probably experienced the trembles
first or among the first
at some time when thpy wpre
couples on the floor*

J
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way to overcome floor fright is by expofear floor fright? Get up first, walk aro\md
the floor, talk to yoiir partner.
Don't stand still or
your tension v/ill 'bmld.
Each time you try you will
have less anxiety. You will soon reach a point that you
are unable to sense any fright.
Then try dancing a one
couple exhibition in a well lighted ballroom in front
of two or three hundred people/
"bf^st

I'hft

siire.

-vhy

Some people find courage in alcohol.
They must be
high in order to get up and dance.
It may help in a
night club because it helps them to relax. It helps
less
them not care and know when they goof,
^h^.y are
critical of their own mistakes. They are less sensitive
about others around them, so it helps get them on the
floor. Don't misunderstand. Drink doesn't improve their
dancing and they don't learn better, they dance worse;
their learning is impaired and their thinking is cloud-ed, but their confidence is bolstered.

Don't let floor fright keep you off the dance
floor.
Dancing is perfected through practice and any
figure must be done many times before it begins to feel
natural. It must seem natural to the dancer to be done
people who get up and
with ease and confidence.
The
If you wait til you
dance are the ones who learn how.
learn how before you get up and dance you will never
learn. ^Jhy not get up and dance the next time you have
a chance • That's how we learned

Ivery time
fast,

I

get to thinking the
go to the post office I
I

world is

moving too

The size of the cut you inflict on yourself while shaving is directly proportional to the importance of the
event for which you are shaving.

New "England town

histJb-

ries abound in re f princes
\>rs dancing.
Here arp some
researched over the years.

•^o^
^^-"Vx

^''f

History of Concord, N.H, Page ^80:- One himdrel and
ten couples attended the stagemen's ball in this town
on "Friday
evening, Janimry 15 and had a jovial time
of it.
said to have
The music and entertainment are
been excellent.
f

Page 535 J- In the social gatherings of young people, of both sexes, dancing v/as a favorite amusement.
Old Mr. Herbert says 'The young folks always danced,
sometimes with a fiddle, and sometimes without, but
when therp was no fiddlpr they sung and danced to the
tune; 'but' he adds, 'we always went home by nine o'
clock.'
ordinations,
On particular occasions, such as
New Year, and othpr times there were evening dancing
par tips, in which not only the young, but enderly and
marripd ppoplp participatpd. Although the parson, deacons, and other membprs of the church, did not 'join in
the dance' yet
they would 'look on', and admit that
there was no harm simply in; dancing though the time
might be more prifitably sppnt.
,

History of And over, N.H. Page 469:- Hezekiah Blake erected the first Masonic hall in Andover...On the
first of Jan^uary af tpr the hall was ccmpletea, Mr,
Blake ga-ve a New Year's party and ball to his friends
in town and to some
guests from adjoining towns, Dr,
Jacob Bailey Moore was asked to make seme rpmarks, and
of. 4-.v,Q ni nsa nf ^ "hri of q-noonh ho rooltpd the follovdn^
,

.

,
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"We've ^athpred in Masonic Hall
To welcome and shake hands with all;
To give 0111' fripnds right hp^arty chper,
70 hail an Cher happy y^ar.

This hall, adorned, red, bine and white,
These hparts all beating with delight,
A hundred brilliant, sparkling pyes.
All tell howmuch these joys we prise.
Our aged fripnds havp comp along
To join thp young and happy throng;
See every age and class advance,
Ready to j.oin the mprry dance.

So let sweet music stir the air.

And banish every gloomy care,
A time there is to dance and play;
That time should be on New Year's Day."

History of "Bristol, N.H. Page 100:=- Divprsions wpre few.
Public gatherings were confined almost entirely to religious meetings -which may_ be one rpason why the people were seemingly more religiously inclined than now.
,.»• later in thp season came the paring bpes, when the
apples wpre pared, quartered, and strung to dry. After
the work was done at
these gatherings, a hearty meal
was served in the kitchen, usually of baked beans, piMp
kin pies, and other pastry, tea and coffee.
Then came
the social hcuTi sometimes with dancing, but usually de
voted entirely to playing games. All games having fines,
and all fines being paid with a Id ss^
,

E (

'

z

Page 150:- Washington Inn. "Extending from the southwest
corner was a long two-story building, with an open carriage shed on the ground and a hall in the second story.
This hall was reache^d by stairs from the east end of
the piazza. Here the youth gathered for dance and singing schools, and here were held justice trials, political meetings, and other gatherings.

4i
Pa^e ^7^: Atig. l6, 1877:- The re-union of the survivors
of the 12th Rpgim^nt occnred in Bristol, A p=>riiianf»nt or
ganization was effected. There was a parade, a free dinner, a large ntimber of speeches from the band stand in
Oentral sq-uare by visitors, and a ball at the town hall
in the evening*

Page ^91-2:- Old Home Week, I9OO. k ball game between
old-timers and up-to-dates took place in the afternoon.
The band gave an open air concert in the early evening,
and a ball at Hotel Bristol closed the day.

Z

O I

History of Boscawen, N.H. Page 139-1^1:- Raising the
Meeting House, 1791. The raising of a meeting house was
a great eveht, and people came from the star ounding
towns to aid in the work
In the evening, after the
frame of the meeting house was raised, the young men re
paired to the house now ov/ned by Henry L, Dodge, where
the- girls, who had been lookers-on at the raising, were
assembled.
The town had provided a generous supply of
food, and all hands after supper Joined in a grand
dance, which was kept up till past midnight,

~

(7

~

History of Webster, N.H. Page 31^:- Isaiah H. Arey 1822
- 1870 was an ingenious and skillful mechanic, and for
the last fifteen years of his life devoted much time to
the manufacture of violins and guitars.
Of the former
he is known to have made eight-six, and of the latter,
thirty-seven. These instruments are now highly prized,
For purity of tone and elegant workmanship, perhaps
they are not excelled by any made in this country.
Ole Bull, the eminent Norwegian violinist, recognized Mr, Arey's talents, and assisted him with original drav/ings and valuable information. Frcan a letter by
Ole Bull to Mr, Arey in 1857
following extract is
the
given: "Allow me to congratulate you on the achievement
of your violin. .,,, an instrument that no artist or ama»

•^1

hpsitate to tafe 00 his -Dosom, and r-^le.cti'ify
the brnath of his inspiration. I sincerely wish thab

toTiT would,
"by

further results of my experience, wViicjh I haTe
those
oonmimicated tQ you, will prove a "benefit to yotii^self
and- a "blessing t.a those who take your children to, their
hearts. Your sucoess v/ill always be sincerely felt and
appreciated'hy your -frlpnd. Old. Bull."
•

Valley Settlements and families. Page 152:- Lancas
t^r Hodges, a color-^d man horn in Danicers, Mass. Ja,n.
31 1771» came to Erownfield f^arly in life with a family named Jacobs, when the family left town in 1798 of
180b. Lancas fcer fotind a home with the Gibsons until a
short time before his aeath in; May-, 1873, at the patriarchal age of 107;:
He was the only person of his race
in town until 1865. "lank", as he was familiarly called
was a general favorite with all the people- in tov/n, and
to all the. dances and '^'i'inktiai'j" he yaa invitfrd'jto be a>
guest.
Sq,co

f

Cornhusld.n' Page 83:- Supper finished, the ex tempo
rized tables having served their "day and gpne ration"
were quickly pitched out the door and the floor cleared
for a dance.
the
T^he squeak of a fiddle was heard and
sets formed.
The figures were of the old geometrical
sort, and the evolutions were performed with muscidar
demonstration, if not v;ith gracefulness.
One thing is
The
certain; '•he music did not monopolize the noise.
tripping in those days v/as not done by "the light fantastic toe", for the
clatter of heavy shoes was heard
as some nimble-footed rustic made the floor smoke vrith
"norroway'
the friction between
sole leather and the
The ropine" while going through the double shuffle.
"bust arm
cordially encircled the pliable waist without
£ "corset bone" bptween and was tangible enough to make
These old-time
an impression; sometimes a depression.
dancers put some buckram into the exercise and made
their feet tihgle with the rush of rejuvenating circula
tion while the young folk were "honing down thp floor"

42
within, thfi old men were gathered together in the dooryard were bragging about the c oarage and prowess of
their vrime,We believe these occasions wre, as a nile benefi
cial,.,.. all the modem sociables, suppers, whist parties, and evening waltzes boiled down to a Jelly would
bd but a drop in the bucket or the dust of the balance
compared to one of these old-fashioned "rinktums", or
"frolics" enjc^ed a hundred years ago.
,

Page 31^. Western Reserve "Emigration:- One of
their company had tafesn his fiddle to while away a plea
sant hour on the road, abd betimes there would be music
and dancing around the fire a*-, evening. This reminds me
that my quaint old story-teller said his mother, "Plashunce was a powerful dancer and could tucker down
any man she evet met."
,

Historical
otes, Jamaica, Yt, Page 100:- 188^: Kingsbury »s Quadrille Band, B.A, Fingsbury, Leader. Five pie
ces, and very popular for dances in near-by towns.
1ST

and on page ^8

SOCIAL

Mli

at
H.liJ. SAWYER'S HALL
Jamaica, Vermont-

wemrssmY EVMiNa, February 19th, 1868
COME ALL. BOTH GREAT and SMALL

Your Company with Ladies is Cordially Solicited
FLOOR MANAGERS
J.A. SUTLER

M.F. HOWARD,

Wm. J. HOWE

Music - BURNETT'S BAND. Tickets $2.50 Horsekeeping inc.

,
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Vermont. 200 Y^^ars. Pago 7:- Th^n th^r-^ wnr^ wed
"HciTCG "^"^armings"
husking Idaos, ina.pl«=' sw:ar va,T~
ti.^'3 with l:i« bciliri.o; syrup oii snow sprv?^d vriVa pickl<=>s
and doughnirbs, ^r.,1 q.ailting par'oif^s, vrh^n th'=' mr-^-n. cam^
o0niptiiii<=3 therp was a fiddler and "f^hpy
in th^ pr*?nii:g.
dano^^d 'ri'ip Yi:t'-j;iiiia "^.^pI, Money Miisk, Fisher's Horn pipe
Old Zip Oocn, Q,-UB,driilP3 and o^h^v old timp dances, Sam
"UpI Harnden A'a^ cp^ll^d the '-B'-^st Fiddler in th^ Statp".
Ifpllo,
di 11(5:2
,

,

story of R cckinghajn ^ Vt Page 21:- Long chapter on
"bi-cpntennici" - - - iloats - - - squarp dancing v/ith
VTI-i 3!i?ad:3M¥ f :;ddlijig oy Fo-ll "Mountain Grange.
rli

.

thorp was the big four-hcrse slad al-f -till cf sbTs.!! &
i.M-a":a and the ."bottom'
"biAiihstj foi? {•:1f<:l<li r^ldfls and 'fiancee at Ghest-^r, G&iiibrdgfjpcic^tj WhlpSj;3 -i^r Alstoad,
Fagft 55'.-

lT*'intei'!3

'3^ •vi:'jh lrti:g...hV'i

:ie

Page l^l:-: The Boat Cluh. Many dances and good times at
the Boat Cliib b-it in I908 it voted to disband and wheth
er not the logs wnre a contributing cause is not on rec
ord»

Autunjn is

Broken corn blades drifting in the breese
The clunk of ripe apples on "'"hp around.
Squirrels chattpring en a hickory limb,
fading knee-deep in fallen leaves.
Scmebcdy has to sit on the
can't all be hproes,
We
curb and clap as they go by.
Taile it may be true that the watched pot npver boils,
the one you don't keep an eye on can make an awful mess
of your stove.

Idvice is what we ask for when we already know the answer but vjish v/e didn't.

•/

The old-timprs handpd down to us a lot more than a
curious (to others) pronunciation.
They £ave us turns
of sppech that havp become a part of our colloquial "Sng
lish idiom,

T^en they hpard some crony recite a remarkable
piece of gossip, they'd say, "Do tell," or "I want to
know." Such a rejoinder would be incomprehensible to a
visitor from another land, but entirely appropriate in

Uew :5ngland.
Some tall tale might bring the response, "It beats
all," as a tribute to a gifted liar.

old-time businessman on
It used to be said of any
the make, "Everything is grist that comes to his mill."
It meant that he was a sharp trader.
Of some little sh
aver it might be said, "He ain't bigger 'n a pint o' cider." Such a small quantity of this traditional Yankee

beverage was considered almost beneath notice,
"He don't amount to Hannah Cook," often heard in
the old days, still crops up once In a while.
The man
who put in his time doing inconsequential chores was
said to be "just putterin' 'round."
l-Zhen retribution
overtook some evildoer, a village wiseacre was sure to
remark, "Chickens come home to roost,"

"Barking up the wrong tree," meant that charges
laid to John Smith's door wpre entirely unfounded and
the culprit was som^ othpr galoot. The zealous reformer
VJho, maybe, was trying to
ovprturn civic affairs might
be told by the stand- patter "Don't bite off more'n you
,

I

^5
«&an

chew,"

And tlie political boss susppcted of_ taking his
cut when the contracts wptp handed out, wa.s accused of
"^eatherin' his own nest" at public expense. The phrase
still comes in handy
,

•

IPAmi) PHEASSS

She kpeps mp on pins and nppdles. It's delis-h.
She's a
crosspatch. He's a true blue pal. I'll butter him up.
Hold your horses. You can argue till you'rp blue in the
face.
He's top dog aroujid herp
She's a v/orry wart.
He's a rpal sharpie. Put that in your pipe and smoke it,
and I'll foot the bill.
.

He's the answer to a maiden's prayer. \?ho'd a thunk it.
It* 3 not worth a
continental.
If you don't likp it lump it. Hold the fort til I £'et back. Sure as shootin.
He's a fuddy-duddy. It's a fpather in his cap and He's
a knight in shini^xg armor,

¥atch out for the Grim Rpaper, He looks like an Arrow
Collar man. All is not gold that glittprs. It's like
gilding the lily. It's no dice. It's the shank of the
evening and She's a peroxide blonde.
ft**

OLD-TII^n! SAYI^TGS

hands, warm hpart. Gold feet, no sweetheart.
Pull lips mpan an open, giving, loving pprson.
Thin lips mpan a "orecise, ordprly, rigid person.
Space between teeth, mpans constant travel and luck in
love. Your nose itches? You will kiss a fool.
Your pard are burning? Your chepks suddenly fpel Hot?
Then someone is talking about you.
^farm

1^6

0^

CID

JM

THr HliLi

town in northpirn N^^w "England had folks who
krown for th^ir story tf=lling ability. By story
tilling W(^ do not mpan liars but rpcounters of interfusing PVfin+-s that th^y rompmbflred from y^ars past. M^n
and vjomen qualified for the post.
The men mostly held
forth on thp store steps of s-ummer evenings and around
the stove on stormy winter days; the ladies told thpir
tales at sewing circles, quilting bees and the like, k
few of the stories were really 'tall tales' and you
v/ere supposed to know the diffprence betwpen one of the
yarns and the truth. Ninety-nine percent of the stories
were the truth. Thpy wpre the keepers of folklore.
*^v«=ry

werft

In the town of ¥oodbury, Vermont, many years ago,
old Aibp Smith Joined his fathers.
On his deathbed, he
called in the town Selectmen and confessed that years
before he and one Ben l^Tewcomb robbed and murdered a tra
veling pack peddler and burned his body,

Not knowing what to do but feeling that they
should do something, the
officials drove up to
three
Newcomb's farm to question him. The old man was sitting
on the porch smoking his clay pipe as they drovp int^rf
the yard. Ill at ease they approached him and the leade^T told him Abp's story.
A period of silence followed,
thpn the Ipader hesitatingly asked, "Ti/hat have you got
to say, Ben? Is it true?"

:i

^7
star«^d across the valley to Woodhnry and
of long, puffs on his pipe.
"Wal," {raid
old patriarch.
"It raight "bp and it might not, "but

Old Bi^n

took a

coupl«=>

the
if it is, it's so long ago, it's slipped my mind."
,

'

Years ago the old St. J. & L.C, charged ten cents
e'ctra for tickets bought on the train.
Once an elderly
..

lady clambpred aboard j list as the train was starting
and found a seat.
The conductor came along for tickets
and she asked of him: "Do you believe a woiLan should be
punished for some thin' she didn't do?"
"Of course not," said the kindly unsuspecting
ductor.
"¥ell, thank heavens for that," she
forgot to buy my ticket,"-

Another time a hornet got inside
making the riders very nervous .
One
conductor to kill it. The patient man
him alone and he won't bother you, I
ing him. the way he. treats me*."^

replied.

con-

"I

the passenger car
of them asked the

said, '^Just l<=ave

believe in treat-

snapped che pitssenger, ''if thdt's'-the way
you feel, perhaps you can show me how you would s*tng a
"Tfiell",

ye 11 ow- jacij^i^ ,^'

m

d<=scribing a penurious woman once
Grandma Pettlngill
she cooks the potato that comes
so
stingy,
said, "She's
can."
kerosene
on the

Over in Windham there was a rock in the middle of
¥ilmer Peck's meadow, just under the surface, and he
broke his plow every Spring at plowing time. He took
the plow to tox-m and while it was being fixed, he spent
The blacksmith asked ¥ilmer
the day in a local tavern.

i

^^8

why

isw

didn't remore

thft

rock.

"Goshani^ty," said
cuse

I

l/llmer, "and lose the only exhave to cone co town and celebrate caice a ypar?"

In Hovember 192? there was a terrible floor in Vermont,
Dr. Hewitt in referring to the people who lost their
homes in Gavpndish tells the following story: 0«ie victim whose hane was sv/ept away was asked '*I^at will you.
do now?" He answered, "Well, it was mortgaged. I gness
I»ll let the boss foreclose."

•;;-=ll

of cra^:
of M^ailIe is

n£v'ii*^

ail*',

Oiiri

dates

c

co'.vn
good stories to
cl>^r!i:s who has
responsible for this 0113 He can give
bub we eliaiiia'Je 'i;hem»
c

In the older days when r-evivalists bore down hpavi
iy on the "hell-fire and brimstone** theory, a certain
revivalist discussing the above theme, announced with
vigor
his address; "My grandmother was a bad v/omaa
and she is in hpll."

m

As he ranted <ya, cn.fi , two, and then three men rose
As pach departed he yelled to his
and Ipft the hall.
audience and to each: "There gtoes a man straight tolij
The thi::?d, going
The first two made no answer.
hell!"
speaker on
out Sedately and calmly, turned toward the
the platform and said mildly: "Have you a message for
your grandmother?"
^

!

Truly the story-teller has long b^en a fixture i^ gener
He beioags
al country stores of northern Ifew England,
to our historical tradition, and may his number never
grow less!

"Everyone is a self-made person, but only the successful
admit it.

,
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VQ YOU R^MMBER?
IiJhfin 2ira, Mecca, Murad & T-'orklsh Delight cigarpbs came
in flat cardboard packs of 10?
}Jhp.ri. ladies were
taffe-ba silk petticoats that made music as they moved?
The hlack aplaca coats
that were the badge of the prea
cher? Or that you could buy a new car for l^ss than 500

dollars?
Woem spent hours doing up their hair with the aid of
rats, switches, and combs?
No home was a home without a piano or organ?
Silk stockings v^ere a luxury and most women v;ore black
cotton stockings? Or - - -_
__ ._

who wore wristwatches were considered sissies?
Women's hats were an intricate high- piled confusion o:^
feathers, v/ings flowers, fruits, straw and lace?
Spring brought the beating of rugs and carpets with a
stick or carpet beater? Or -._- -

FelloxiTS

,

The mandolin was all- the rage? _

-

Men xirore celluloid shirt fronts and rubber collars?
colored cards, was the parlor
The stereoscope with its
pet? And women carried parasols of China silk trimmed
with ruffles?
When the hallmark of the stylish man was the necktie
stickpin?
'

.

Do you remember? R'^ally it wasn't so long ago I

your old car run better is to look up
One way to make
the price of a new model.
The

easiest way to keep a secret is not knowing that's

what it is,

No

_

one is ever

old enough to

-knoTfj

better.

>

yj

^y\.

GkristflL A}

Christmas is a holiday filled
\
/u r^U^^'
^/ /^'^^
^^
to thp iDrim with tradition. Familie»s clin^ to thf^ir customs which makp thfi
season meaningful -Ko them. >/hen the tree is trimmed.,.,
the arrival time of Santa Glaus. .. .even the delicAciee
which appear on the festive board - all vary from famito family, from country to country.

A Christmas tradition in Quebec is Tourtiere, a
minced Dork pie served when the family arrives home
from midnight church services.
In many Irish families
rice pudding, thick with rice and raisins, is a Christmas Ive carry-over fran generations ago,
A Christmas tradition in many American homes, especially along the eastern seaboard, is Pyster Stew,
rich, hot, and laced with butter.
V/hether the stew is
prepared v/ith fresh or canned oysters, the resulting
brew vjarms the hearts of family and friends. It's easily prepared and casually served in thick mugs.
The modern housewife v/ill serve "G-oldfish" crackers along
vjith the stew. This is nice; the new with the old makes
it sort of a continuing tradition. Personally, we prefer
Vermont or Westminster common crackers.
traditions
The family that doesn't hove holiday
for making memories could dont the serving of Oyster

li
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St'sw as

an annual holiday habit. Invite fri^nda to par-

of Oyster Stew on Christmas ^ve and it can b-^come
a cherished custom. After all, Christmas is a holiday
filled with tradition. So v;hy not start the traditions
takpi

yoTir

family enjoys and make overy

Christmas memorable.

Here's a good "receipt" for Oyster Stew
2 tablespoons flour
2 cups milk
I2 teaspoons salt
2 cups heavy cream
2 tble spoons water
butter, pp.rsley or pspri
2 cups shucked oysters, raw, with liquid
fc

In a small saucepan, make a paste of the flour
salt and v/ater.
Stir in the oysters. and li:quid. Cook
over low heet, stirring constantly, until the edges of
oyst<*rs begin to curl.
In another sauce pe.n, combine
milk and cream and bring to scalding point. Carefully
add oyster mixture to hot milk. Cover and let stand 15
To s»rve place in soup
minutes to develop flavor.
bowls and garnish wi+-h sqtmre of butter. Sprinkle with
parsley or paprika.
,

the
stew, never
If it is necessary to reheat
place it over high h^at or bring it to a boil, as mixture will curdle*
ill

important the problem the
committee to decide vrhat to do.

The less

longer it takes a

There are two kinds of bachelors: Those too fast to be
caught and those too slow to be worth catching.

Usually people get
has been mailed,

what's

coming to them - unless it

third car
is it that the guy in the
the first to see the light change?

l?/hy

back is always

People who like to get up early in the morning invariably do as the rooster does - crow about it.

.

mj^

SAVERS

In a hurry to bake potatoes? Put them in the ovpr, under an inverted iron pan_. Baking time is cut in half^
Place
Ipngth of aluminum foil under the ironing b;oard
cover,
Keat is then' reflected a.nd ironjJng takes less
time and less electricity.
a,-

Do you know how much ba,tter to use in an odd-sized cake
pan? Fill pan with water. You'll need half that amo-ont
of batter.
Use pn ice cream scoop to measure eciual sized meat
bs.lls or to divide evenly into cupcake pans.
Store coffee In the refrigerator.
Keeping it chilled
maintains freshness and flavor.
Cut a used foil pie pan in half tc make a
tlir Ciif-away
dus t pan
Peel a strip of skin from the top of a baking apple to
kpep it from bursting.
Hold bananas s.t room temperature to ripen to the stage
you prefer, then put them in the refrigerator.

Dents made in the carpet by furnitu:?e legs can be removed v/ith a warm steam iron and a brush. Hold the iron
2 inches above the pile and
gently brush until the fibers aire even again with the surface,
1!h?i best
treatment for a rust stain is lemon juice,
salt a,nd sunshine.

If you had
money.

your

life to

live over - you'd

need more

Maybe you can't take it v/ith you, but it^s nice to know
that there is a place you can go without it._
If you rf;ally "v/ant to confuse the post office,, the neT.t
time you get a letter addressed to OCCUPANT, write on
it »Pl-^>AS]iI POR^JARD."
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Did yoii knew that in the Boston area^ you can attend a
contra dance to live music every nl/ht of the woAk? A
good source of Information is the FRJFFA (New "^^^JLand
Folk Festival Association) n'»wslettprB. Write to Jack
Martin, 58 Wheeler St. RFD 3. Nashm, N.H. 0306O for
information how to get on their mailing list.
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